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ABSTRACT

By means of porosity curves and diffusion equations solved by

computer, the microvoid and macrovoid (hence elastin) content of various

tissues from the dog are determined. The elastin content is correlated

to the stress-strain characteristics of the respective tissues obtained

previously (Project I) and the results are supported, to some extent, by

histology. The area correction for microv~ids are found to be essential

for the cases of the abdominal skin and the cornea anly. The correction

for macrovoids are essential for all the tissues except the Achilles

tendon.
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INTRODUCTION

1. Importance of Porosity Studies

This work seeks to determine the amount of pores present in the

dog1s tissues studied in Project I. The native tissues contain natural

pores called here micropores whereas the deelastinated tissues contain

macropores, apart from the micropores. The amount of macropores in the

deelastin~ted tissues is a measure of the elastin content of the tissue.

Knowing the porosity content, the stress-strain characteristics, and

histology of a particular tissue will enable us to specify (as close as

possible) the physical properties of the tissue. This may be useful in

the design of prosthetic devices and possibly also in homograft and hetero

graft work. The elastin content of a tissue may also be a good indication

of its pathological condition (7, 8, 12). These include observations of

a rise in incremental Young's modulus with aging (7), possibly caused

by an increase in the ratio of collagen to elastin fibres (8); and a

general deterioration in the quality of intra-arterial components in

vessels affected by arteriosclerosis (8).

2. Prior work

The literature on the determination of elastin content of dog's

tissues is rather scarce. Neuman and Logan (9) determined the collagen

and elastin content of aorta, liver, kidney, skin etc. of cattle, rat

and dog by a chemical method. In this particular paper (9) the only
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work done with regards to the dog was the determination of the collagen

content of the dog's skin. Lake (6) determined the elastin content of

bovine and human aorta by a method similar to the one used in this work.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The equipment used here was a pair of chloride ion electrodes

attached to a chart recorder (Sargent Welch, Model SRLG). The electrodes

were first calibrated in terms of millivolts (mv) values versus various

known concentration (moles/litre) of saline solutions.

A 100 ml portion of deionised water was placed in a beaker and

the chloride electrodes were dipped into the deionised water. The water

was continuously stirred by a magnetic stirrer.

The tissues to be used were cut into rectangular strips as des

cribed in Project I and were equilibrated in saline of known concentration.

The porosity experiment was first performed on the native tissues.

The chosen sample was carefully removed from the equilibrating solution

by a pair of tweezers holding on to the tissue's edge. The sample was

laid on a piece of tissue paper. Another piece of tissue paper was laid

on top of the sample. The tissue sample was very gently dabbed to

remove the saline solution on its surface. By looking at the tissue

through a microscope, it was possible to remove final traces of saline

on the surface. Throughout this process it was made sure that the tissue

was not squeezed.

The tissue was then transferred to the deionized water surrounding
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the chloride electrodes. (The d~ionized water was stirred continuously

by a magnetic stirrer). At the same time a stop watch was started. The

diffusion of saline out of the tissue into the deionized water was traced

on the chart recorder with the horizontal axis calibrated in seconds and

the vertical axis in mV values. Throughout this process the magnetic

stirrer was in operation. By means of the chloride electrode calibration

curve, a porosity curve of "concentration of chloride ions in moles/lOa ml

vs "time (seconds)" for the particular tissue sample was obtained.

The experiment was repeated with another sample of approximately

the same dimension (from the same tissue) using a fresh sample of deionised

water. Altogether five samples of the same tissue (of approximately the

same dimension) were treated this way. After this experiment, all the

five samples used were deelastinated by the enzymolysis technique described

in Project I and reequilibrated in saline of the same concentration as

before. Then the whole process was repeated on these deelastinated samples

and also on other samples from other tissues. The process was repeated

with mucopolysaccharides (MPS)-free tissues as well.

RESULTS

Typical porosity curves for the descending aorta, ascending aorta,

Achilles tendon, abdominal skin, cornea and sclera are shown in Figs.

to 6 for both the native and deelastinated tissues and also for the

MPS-free tissues(Figs. 8-10). Figs. 1-6 also show the theoretical

porosity curves for the deelastinated tissues as evaluated by the computer

program (see "Theory " and "Computer Program").
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THEORY

14

(2)

(1)if V »V
S V

C = concentration of chloride ions =C(x,t)

subject to the boundary conditions,

equation is

where 0 = diffusion coefficient

Considering one pore only, for diffusion to occur the governing

The following theoretical consideration is taken from Lake (6).

Consider a tissue sample with pores as shown in Fig. 7. Suppose

a Cartesian coordinate system is drawn such that its origin is at the

centre of the tissue (Fig. 7). Assume the tissue to contain n pores

which are uniformly distributed and that diffusion takes place in the x

direction only.

external or leaching solution and in the sample voids equalizes at Cextf '

Making a mass balance on the chloride yields the void volume Vv'

C
V = extf V
v Co s

Vv is the total voids consisting of both macro and microvoids. Since the

two voids are considerably different they have to be treated separately.

Consider a tissue sample soaking in a saline solution of known concentration

Co' At time t = 0, the sample is transferred to a leaching solution (i.e.

deionised water in this case) of known volume Vs initially containing no

chloride ions. After sufficient time the chloride concentration in the



1~ 2From (11) we have X 2 = -j.l (14)
dx

. 1 dT 2
.. f dt = -j.l D

dT 2or T = -j.l Ddt (12)

2
which yields a solution of T = ae-j.l Dt where a is a constant. (13)

(15 )

(10)

(11 )

(9)

(7)

(8)

(6)

(5)

(4)

(3)

15

-9., < x < 9.,

d2X 2 2
- = -j.l dx
X

i.e.

C = C(x,t) = X(x).T(t)

C(x,t) = C(-x,t) for symmetry

C = Cextf = constant at equilibrium

aC(~~t) = 0, i.e. flow in the middle = 0

C(x,o) = Co

or

where

Dividing by XT throughout we have

i.e. from (2),a(X.T) = 0 a2(Xi)
at ai

x dT = DT ix
dt di

For equation (2) we assume a solution of the form
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(18)

(17)

(16)

()

00 _~20t
ae o,t = °= I ~ (A coso _ Bmsino)e m

ax m=l m m

Again applying e(£,t) = 0 we obtain

A =°m

or

from which

Applying condition (5) we obtain

Applying the condition e(£,t) = 0, we have

Now using (7) we have
_ 20te = (A sin ~x + B cos ~x)e ~

The most general solution is obtained by summing the solution,

giving a solution of X = (a'sin ~x + b'cos ~x)

where A, B, and ~ are constants·

where ai, b' are constants,
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(22)

(21 )

(20)

(19 )

£
00 J 00 J£ 2 .L C cos mrrx dx = L Bm cos ~~x dx
1 0 0 2£ 1 0 .

£

Co J cos ~~x dx =I Bm J£cos ~~x cos ~~x dx
o 1 0

00

C(x,o) = Co = L Bmcos ~
1

I 2£ C sin mrrx ] £ =I B 2£ (mrrx + 1 sin mrrx] 1£0
1 mrr 0 2£ 0 1 m mrr 4£ 4 £

If P t m, J>os ~~x cos ~~x dx = 0

Carrying out the integration yields

SUbstituting limits gives

hence

If P = m, we obtain

Multiplying both sides by cos ~~x results in

Applying condition (3) we have

Integrating from centre of tissue to £



The relation between Cext (external concentration of chloride ions in

leaching solution) and C{x,t) is given by:

2

:.C{x,t) = I
4Co cos (2m l +1) -(2m ' +l)2 (~Q,) Ot

(2m l +1) 2Q, TIx.e
ml

2
00 4C (2m '+l) -(2m l +l)2 (~Q,] Ot

or C{x,t) = I 0 cos TIx.e
0

(2m '+1) 2Q,

Put m = 2m ' + 1 where ml = 0,1, 2, 3, ...

18

(29)

(26)

(28)

(25)

(27)

(23)

(24)

= 0) we have

for odd values of m

for even values of m

00 2Q, (mTI 1 . 1)= I Bm mTI 4 + 4" s1 n mTI - a - "4 sino
1

= 4Co
TIm

for odd m

4C - 2
= I 0 cos ~ e-{mTI/2Q,) Ot

m mTI 2Q,

2
C{x t) = 4C cos TIX -(TI/2Q,) Ot

, 0 2Q, e

C(x,t)

B 4 C . mTI a= - S1n -2 =m mTI 0

V [dCextJ = -0 2 (ac]s dt TIr n ax
x=Q,

2Q, . . mTI B 2Q, mTI
mTI Cos 1 n 2 = m mTI· 4

~ 2Q, C (Sin mTI - sino)
L mTI 0 2
1

• 4CoB =--•. m mTI

i. e.

i.e.

Taking only the first term of the summation (i.e. ml

Simpl ifying



Substituting limits gives
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(32)

(31 )

(30)

V C
At equilibrium Cext = Cextf = ~ 0

s

8r
2
£nco f -00) 8r

2
£nC

Also Cext(oo) = V
s

tl - e J = V
s

0 which must equal to Cextf

n = number of pores

2 2

I
t 2rr rOnco It -(rr/2£)20t

dCext = V £ e dt
o s 0

i.e.

i.e.

i . e.

by differentiating (28) at x = £ •

R .. dCext _ 2ir20n C -(rr/2£)20t
earrangl ng. dt - V £ oe

s

Integrating from 0 to t we have

where r = radius of pore



(35)

(33)

(34)

2
(~.Q,) Ot

for small t

-00

e =
Cext(OO)
-C;.:..:.=.- = 1

extf

Cext(t) _ ( )2
--- - 1 - {1 - ~.Q, Ot} =Cextf

C V 2
C t(t) =~ {l - e-(7f/2.Q,) Ot} from (32) and (34),
ex Vs

20

The deelastinated tissues contain both microvoids and macrovoids
2Let volume of microvoids = V. = 7fr. (2.Q,)n.

and volume of macrovoids = V2 = 7fr~ (2.Q,)n 2 = volume of elastin.

Let O. be the diffusion coefficient due to microvoids, and

. Cext(t)
" C

extf
'-

Equation (32) shows that for t + 00,

x2
From Taylor's series we have eX = 1 + x + 2~- +

and for small x, eX = 1 + x ignoring powers higher than the first.

Similarly for small t

Otherwise

_ Vs (2.Q,)2 Cext(t)
Substituting (33) we have Vv - c- 2 t for small t

o 7f 0

from which
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.'

V (dCextJ =
s dt

r2 = radius of macrovoid pore

2~ = length of pore (or thickness of tissue, see Fig. 7)

2
C.(x,t) = 4C

o
cos ~~ e-(rr/2~) O.t for micropores

2
rrx -(rr/2~) 02t

C2(x,t) = 4Co cos 2~ e for macropores

n. = number of microvoid pores

02 be due to macrovoids, where

r. = radius of microvoid pore

t dC
• V J ext =.. s 0 dt

Integrating and substituting limits, we obtain

and

n2 = number of macrovoid pores

As before the diffusion equations are:

Using (29) we have, for both kinds of voids
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(36)

(37)

= 4/Tf

Cext(t)
C = 1, we must multiply C t(t) by Tf4extf ex

Since lim.
t-+<x>

i. e.
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where VI = volume of microvoids, and V2 = volume of macrovoids. Equation

(37) can be rewritten as

Computer Programme

Equation (38) is solved by computer to find VI and V2. The

computer program together with a sample output is included in the

Appendix of this report. The input to the program are values of time

(seconds) and the corresponding chloride ion concentration as obtained

from the porosity curves of each deelastinated tissue. The initial values

of 0, and O2 are also given as input, the values being chosen on a trial

and error basis. By a series of iterative procedures, the program

computes the IIbest fit ll values to the porosity curves and also values of

0, and O2. Hence the output gives a series of values for V" V2, best

fit values of chloride ion concentration corresponding to given times,

and values for 01 and O2 (see Appendix for details). The best fit values

of chloride ion concentration vs. time for the deelastinated tissues are

shown together with the experimental deelastinated tissues porosity curves

in Figs. 1-6.

Computer Results

The computer program computes the microvoid (V,) and macrovoid

(V 2) volumes. The sum of VI and V2 gives the total voids in the tissue

after deelastination. The macrovoid (i.e. elastin) content in a tissue

can also be estimated from the histological micrographs. The elastin
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parts are cut out from the native tissue micrographs and weighed. This

weight is then expressed as a percentage weight of the whole micrograph.

These two results are compared in Table 1.

Table 1 shows the percent microvoids and macrovoids in the various

tissues together with the estimate of percentage elastin" (which' is a

measure of the percentage macrovoids) from histological micrographs from

Project T. This is done by making a photocopy of the desired micrograph

of the native tissue. The elastin parts are cut out and weighed. This

weight is then expressed as a percentage weight of the whole micrograph

photocopy. The "Histol ogy" column of Table 1 shows two figures each for

the descending aorta, ascending aorta, and a~dominal skin which indicates

the number of histological estimates made for the above mentioned tissues.

Fig. 11 shows the photocopies of the micrographs used in the

histological estimate of elastin in Table 1. For each of the descending

aorta, ascending aorta and abdominal skin, the whole micrograph photo

copy is shown together with the elastin parts which have been cut out

from the micrograph photocopy of the native tissue.

For the cases of the Achilles tendon, cornea and sclera the

histological micrographs of the native tissues did not show any trace

of elastin. When these tissues were decollagenated their histology

micrographs showed a delicate, though somewhat discontinuous, network of

elastin fibres as shown in Figs. 12, 13, and 14 (see also "Discussion").

Now that we know the microvoid and macrovoid content of the

various tissues the stress-strain curves can be corrected. The corrected

values of the high strain moduli of the various tissues are shown in Table

2. This is done by taking the mean values of the high str~in moduli (from
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Elastin Parts Cut Out from Fig. ll(a) giving an Elastin
Content of 20%

Photocopy of Histological Micrograph of Native Descending
Aorta (Circumferential Sample)

. ':

Fig. 11 (a):

Fig.ll(b):
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Photocopy of Histological Micrograph of Native Descending
Aorta (Longitudinal Sample)

Elastin Parts Cut Out From Fig. ll(c) giving an Elastin
Content of 23%

Fig. l1(c):

Fig. ll(d):



Fig. ll(e): Photocopy of Histological Micrograph of Native Ascending
Aorta (Circumferential Sample)

27

-_._-_.- . ---- ------ -----.•._----

Elastin Parts Cut Out From Fig. ll(e) Giving an Elastin
Content of 16%

Fig. 11 (f):



Fig. l1(g):

Fig. 11 (h):

Photocopy of Histological Micrograph of Native Ascending
Aorta (Longitudinal Sample)

-----._- .- -- ---._-"---_.

Elastin Parts Cut Out From Fig. ll(g) Giving an Elastin
Content of 14%

28



Fig. ll(i): Photocopy of Histological Micrograph of Native Abdominal
Skin (Longitudinal Sample)

Fig. ll(j): Elastin Parts cut Out From Fig. ll(i) Giving an Elastin
-Content of 19%

29



Fig. ll(k): Photocopy of Histological Micrograph of Native Abdominal
Skin (Longitudinal Sample)

-~---_..

Fig. 11(1): Elastin Parts but Out from Fig. ll(lq Giving an Elastin
Content of 23%

30
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Fig. 12: Histological Micrograph of Decollagenated Achilles Tendon.
Verhoeff's Stain (x400)

Fig. 13: Histological Micrograph of Decollagenated Cornea. Verhoeff's
Stain (x400)
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Fig. 14: Histological Micrograph of Decollagenated Sclera. Verhoeff1s
Stain (x400)



descending aorta samples showed isovolumic behaviour, i.e. the volume of

area of cross-section of the tissues samples change with elongation.

Experiments performed on three samples of native descending aorta

show that the average change in the area of cross-section of these

samples between the unstressed state and the stressed (E = 100%) state

was 50.0% (±2.0) as shown in Table 3. When these samples were deelastinated

Before the correction is made, one needs to find out how the

33

HISTOLOGY*
(% ELASTIN)

PERCENT
MACROVOIDS

(= % ELASTIN)

PERCENT
MICROVOIDS

TABLE 1: Computer and Histological Results for Elastin Content

TISSUE

Project I) and ignoring their standard deviations.

and the same measurements were performed, the average change in cross-

* See Text

Descending Aorta 7.59 ± 0.16 19.20 ± 0.35 20,23

Ascending Aorta 6.10 ± 0.50 14.90 ± 1.30 16,14

Ach ill es Tendon 2.90 ± 0.30 7.5±1.10 0

Abdominal Skin 8.51 ± 0.75 26.50 ± 1. 50 23,19

Cornea 10.50 ± 0.65 13.75 ± 1. 90 0

Sclera 5.20 ± 0.90 12.20 ± 1.75 0

sectional area was found to be 50.0% (±0.85) as in Table 3. All the
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15(a)

15(b)



15(c)

15(d)
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15(e)

Fig. 15: Photographs of Native Descending Aorta Tissue Strip Showing
Iso~olwnic Behaviour on Extension

Fig. 15(a): shows length, width, and thickness of tissue strip in theunstressed state

Fig. 15(b): shows length, width and thickness at 62% strain
Fig. 15(c) : shows length and thickness at 62% strain
Fig. 15(d): shows length, width, and thickness at 82% strain
Fig. 15(e): shows length and thickness at 82% strain

37
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lated in the following manner. As an example the modulus of the descending

aorta will be used to illustrate the method of calculation. As shown in

Table 2 the nominal high-strain modulus of the native descending aorta

in the circumferential direction is 737.8 gm/mm2 and the percentage micro

voids is 7.6%. The modulus of 737.8 gm/mm2 is for 1mm2 of the tissue.

Since the descending aorta has a microvoid content of 7.6%, the actual

area of the tissue is 1-0.076 mm2 or 0.924 mm2. The corrected high

strain modulus for the native descending aorta is now 737.8/0.924 gm/mm2

or 798.5 gm/mm2 as shown in Table 2. For the deelastinated tissue both

the microvoids and macrovoids have to be taken into account. The total

void content in the deelastinated descending aorta is 7.6 + 19.2 = 26.8%

as shown in Table 1. The nominal high-strain modulus of the deelastinated

descending aorta in the circumferential direction is 790.2 gm/mm2 as

shown in Table 2. The actual area of the tissue is now 1-0.268 or 0.732

mm2. Therefore the corrected high-strain modulus of the deelastinated

descending aorta in the circumferential direction is now 790.2/0.732 or

1079.5 gm/mm2 as shown in Table 2.

Once again referring to Table 3, it is evident that all the

descending aorta samples show isovolumic behaviour. Similarly all the

abdominal skin samples show isovolumic behaviour with the exception of

sample #2 which shows a difference of 22% in the volume of the skin before

and after stretching. So it can be concluded that both the aorta and

the skin show isovolumic behaviour. This means that the area of cross-

section of the tissue strip at any given extension can be determined

provided one knows the original unstressed length, £ and the originalo
unstressed cross-sectional area, A i.e. by means of the relationo
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A ~ = A.~ where A and ~ are the area of cross-section and length ofo 0

tissue strip at any extension. Using this isovolumic relationship and

knowing the microvoid and macrovoid content of the tissue will enable

one to correct for the modulus of the tissue at any extension.

Now the stress-strain curves for all the tissues can be corrected

for microvoids and macrovoids. The typical corrected stress-strain curves

together with the typical nominal curves are shown in Figs. 16 to 19 for

the cases of the ascending aorta, descending aorta, abdominal skin and

cornea.

Determination of MPS Content

By the dry weight technique of comparing the weights of the tissues

before and after MPS removal the percentage of MPS in the ascending aorta,

Achilles tendon, and cornea were found to be 6.19% (±1.10), 4.30% (±0.75),

and 3.47% (±0.65) respectively; these being mean values (± standard

deviation) for three samples of each tissue. Further, Figs. 8, 9, and

10 indicate that the porosity curves of these tissues before and after

MPS removal are almost identical.



NATIVE DEELASTINATED

TISSUE PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE HIGH E: MODULUS HIGH E: MODULUS
MICROVOIDS MACROVOIDS

nominal corrected nominal corrected
(gm/nm2) (gm/mm2) (gm/m,i) (gm/mm2)

Desce:tdina 737.8 (C.S.) 798.5 790.2 (C.S.) 1079.5
Aorta 7.6 19.2 353.9 (L.S.) 383.0 327.7 (L.S.) 447.7

Ascending 98.68 (C.S.) 105.1 64.31 (C.S.) 81.4
Aorta 6.1 14.9 100.19 (L.S. ) 106.7 75.50 (L. S. ) 95.6

Achilles Tendon 2.9 7.5 59368.0. 61141.1 57815.0 64525.7

1908.9 (1. S. ) 2086.2 1602.3 (1.S.) 2465.0
Abdominal Skin 8.5 26.5 1875.0 (L.S. ) 2049.2 2164.8 (L.S. ) 3330.5

Cornea 10.5 13.8 2953.4 3300.0 2537.5 3352.0

Sclera 5.2 12.2 5445.2 5743.9 4479.6 5423.2

C.S~ = circumferential sample

L.S. = Longitudinal sample

T.S. = Transverse sample

TABLE 2: Corrected ·Values of High Strain Moduli of Dog1s Tissues



Descending Aorta

NATIVE DEELASTINATED

Original
unstressed Unstressed area at

*
area at t Unstressed area at area at

Sample # length (io) area (Ao) E: = 10% l1A10 E: = 100% MlOO area (Ao) E: = 10% l1AlO E: = 100% l1A100

1 10 mm 2.50 mm2 2.35 mm2 6.0% 1.20 mm2 52.0% 2.(i5 mm2 2.50 mm2 5.7% 1.35 mm2 49.1%
2 10 mm 2.15 mm2 2.00 mm2 7.0% 1.00 mm2 50.0% 2.30 mm2 2.16 mm2 6.1% 1. 15 mm2 50.0%
3 10 mm 2.85 mm2 2.70 mm2 5.3% 1.40 mm2 48.1% 3.05 mm2 2.82 mm2 7.5% 1.50 mm2 50.8%

Abdominal Skin

NATIVE DEELASTINATED

Original
unstressed Unstressed area at area at + Unstressed area at l1A lO area at

Sample # length (io) Area (Ao) E: = 10% l1A lO t = 160% M160 area (Ao) E: = 10% E: = 160% l1A160

1 10 mm 2.80 mm 2 2.59 mm2 7.5% 0.98 mm2 65.0% 3.00 mm2 2.67 mm2 11.0% 0.96 mm2 68.0%
2 10 mm 2.42 mm2 2.21 mm2 8.7% 0.73 mm2 70.0% 2.60 mm2 2.30 mm2 11.5% 0.91 mm2 65.0%
3 10 mm 2.50 mm2 2.28 mm2 8.8% 0.95 mm2 62.0% 2.65 mm2 2.33 mm2 12.0% 1.00 mm2 62.5%

unstressed area (Ao) - (area at E: = 10%)
* l1A10 = ~hstressed area (A

o
)

unstressed area (Ao) - (area at E: = 160%)
+ M160 = unstressed area (A )

o

unstressed area (Ao) - (area at E: = 100%)
t l1A100 = unstressed area (Ao)

TABLE 3: Reduction in Area with Elongation for Descending Aorta and Abdominal Skin
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18: Nominal and Corrected Stress-strain Curves for the Abdominal
Skin (Transverse Sample)
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Fig. 19: Nominal and Corrected Stress-strain Curves for Ascending
Aorta (LJngitudinal Sample)
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DISCUSSION

This discussion will take into account the results obtained in

Project I as well.

Table 2 indicates that the area correction for microvoids is very

important for the case of the abdominal skin due to its high microvoid

content. It has also been shown earlier that there was an average change

of 65.67% in the cross-sectional area between the unstressed native

abdominal skin and the stressed (E = 160%) skin. There was also an

average change of 65.17% in the cross-sectional area between the

unstressed deelastinated abdominal skin and the stressed (E = 160%) de-

elastinated skin. These changes in cross-sectional area indicate

isovolumic behaviour of the skin and this fact can be used to correct

the modulus at any extension. As a result of the correction for micro-

voids, the high strain moduli of the native abdominal skin in both the

longitudinal and transverse samples increased by about 9%. This indicates

the importance of correcting for microvoids. Kenedi et. ~ (5) observed

a similar phenomenon of reduction in cross-sectional area with stretching

when they studied human skin in vitro. They (5) defined "ac tive" strain,

Ea, as increase in gauge length/unstrained gauge length; "passive" strain,

Ep' as decrease in width/unstrained width; and strain ratio K as Ep/Ea.

Kenedi et. ~ (5) found that the most significant and revealing feature

of their uni-directional tensile tests on strips of native human skin

was the variation of the strain ratio Kas shown in Fig. 3 of (5). They

(5) found the contraction in width with elongation to be considerable,

46
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K rising to values in excess of 1.0 and this rise was particularly rapid

in older skin. The reduction in cross-sectional area with stretching

acquires meaning only when considered in relation to the histological

structure of skin (5). This will be discussed further in the later part

of this discussion.

The only other tissue in which the area correction for microvoids

is essential is the cornea. The cornea indicates a microvoid content of

10.5% as shown in Table 2. As a result of this correction the high

strain modulus of the cornea increased by 11%.

For all the other tissues, correction for microvoids is not

essential since it does not change the high-strain moduli by more than

8%.

The area correction for voids in the deelastinated tissues is

highly critical for all the tissues with the possible exception of the

Achilles tendon.

Table 2 indicates a 19.2% (±O.35) percentage macrovoids (i.e.

19.2% elastin) for the descending aorta. As a result of the correction

for microvoids and macrovoids the high strain moduli in both the longi

tudinal and circumferential samples of the deelastinated tissue increased

by 37%. Lake (6) determined the elastin content of the bovine's upper

descending thoracic aorta by a similar porosity technique and found the

percentage elastin to be 23% which was confirmed by estimates of macro

voids from micrographs of histologic sections. In this report histological

estimates of elastin from micrographs of native descending aorta were

20% and 23% (as shown in Table 1) giving an average value of 21.5%
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elastin. Neuman and Logan (9) determined the collagen and elastin con-

tent in various mammalian tissues by a chemical method and found an

elastin content of 39.8% in beef aortic arch and a corresponding figure

of 53.4% in pig's aortic arch; these figures were based on dry fat-free

weight. However, Neuman and Logan (9) did not confirm their results

with histology.

The macropore diffusivity or diffusion coefficient, 02' needed

to fit the theoretical porosity curve to the experimental one is 0.315 x

10-5 cm2/sec as compared to the tabulated molecular diffusivity of NaCi

which is 1.5 x 10-5 cm2/sec (6). This agreement is extremely good in

view of Lake's (6) value of 02 which was nearly 5 times the value of

NaCi diffusivity. Similar comparisons do not exist for the micropore

diffusivity, 02 (6). This is because the micropore region is a continuum

unlike other experimental work on the effect of pore size on solution

diffusivities (6). Furthermore, a 19.2% elastin content in the descending

aorta is reasonable in view of the extended initial "toe" of the stress-

strain curve of the deelastinated descending aorta as shown in Project T.

This extended initial "toe" is also apparent in the stress-strain curves

of the dog's thoracic aorta as determined by Yamada (13) although he

confined his studies to the native tissue only.

For the ascending aorta the average elastin content was found to

be 14.90% (±1.30) as shown in Table 1; as a result of which the corrected

high strain moduli of the deelastinated ascending aorta in both the

circumferential and longitudinal direction increased by 27% as shown in

Table 2. Histological estimates of elastin from micrographs of the
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native ascending aorta were 16% and 14% giving an average value of 15%

which is in good agreement with the data obtained from the porosity

studies. Furthermore, a figure of 14.9% for the elastin content of

the ascending aorta is reasonable since the stress-strain curves for

both the native and deelastinated tissue showed an extended initial toe

as shown in Project I. This has been confirmed indirectly by Yamada1s

observation (13) on the dog's ascending aorta where he reported an

ultimate tensile strength of 70 gm/mm2 and an ultimate percentage

elongation of 145%, although Yamada (13) did not draw the actual stress-

strain curve for the dog's ascending aorta. No direct comparison can be

made for the elastin content of the dog's ascending aorta although Neuman

and Logan (9) quoted a figure of 39.1% for the elastin content of beef

aortic arch and 53.4% for the pig's aortic arch; these figures being

based on dry fat-free·weight (9).

For the abdominal skin, Table 1 indicates.an elastin content of

26.5% (±1.50). After correcting for microvoids and macrovoids, the high

strain moduli of the deelastinated abdominal skin in both the transverse

and longitudinal samples were increased by 54% (Table 2). This difference

in moduli is indeed tremendous due to the high elastin content (26.5%)

in the abdominal skin (Table 1).

As reported ealier in this discussion, Kenedi et. ~ (5) observed a

reduction of cross-sectional area in native human skin with stretching

and reported that this reduction in cross-sectional area of native

skin strip with stretching can be explained in terms of the histological

structure of skin (5). The load resistive part of this structure consists
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of a criss-cross network of randomly intertwined collagen bundles as

shown in the IHisto1 0gy" section of Project I. Histological evidence

showed that increasing load application produced increasing straightening

and orientation of the collagen bundles in the direction of load or

stress (as shown clearly in "Histo10gy of Stretched Tissues" section of

Project I) culminating in a fu11~oriented and virtually closely packed
0#

collagenous structure. Since the interbund1e spaces are filled with

tissue fluid this closure of the collagen bundle network must be accom

plished in part against. the resistance of this fluid (5). Further as

the bundles approach each other it would be expected that tissue fluid

will be squeezed out from the interspaces (5).

The elastin content of 26.5% in abdominal skin was confirmed by

histological estimates to be 23% and 19% giving an average figure of 21%

(Table 1). An elastin content of 26.5% in the abdominal skin is hardly

surprising since the stress-strain curves for both the native and

dee1astinated skin in both the transverse and longitudinal directions

show a very highly extended initial toe region as can be seen from the

relevant curves in Project I. This phenomenon of a highly extended

initial toe region for the stress-strain curves was also observed by

Yamada (13) when he studied the mechanical properties of dog1s abdominal

skin. Kenedi et. ~ (5) and Ridge and Wright (11) observed the same

phenomenon when they studied human skin in vitro. Kenedi et. ~ (5)

also observed that the human abdominal skin in the direction of the longi

tudinal axis of the body was more extensible at low loads than the

circumferential section. This phenomenon was evident from the stress

strain curves of native abdominal skin as reported in Project I.
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Comparison of the elastin content of the dog's abdominal skin with

previous work is rather difficult because of the scarcity of the relevant

findings. The only work is that by Neuman and Logan (9) where they

determined the collagen content of dog's skin and found it to be 64.5%

based on dry fat-free weight.

The elastin content of the Achilles tendon was found, by porosity

experiment, to be 7.5% (±l.lO) as shown in Table 1. When the high strain

modulus of the tendon was corrected for microvoids and macrovoids, the

new modulus differed from the nominal value by 12% (see Table 2). This

is relatively small increase in modulus as compared to the increase in

the moduli of the deelastinated descending aorta (37%), deelastinated

ascending aorta (27%), and deelastinated abdJminal skin (54%) as shown

in Table 2. The stress-strain curve of the deelastinated Achilles tendon

when compared with the stress-strain curve of the native tendon indicated

the presence of elastin (see Project I) and histology of the decollagenated

tendon supported this observation (see Fig. 12). Elastin is not seen in

the histology of the native tendon probably because of the dense and

closely-packed collagenous network in the tissue masking the relatively

meagre elastin. Hass (4) observed a similar phenomenon in the intimal

plaque of the human aorta which in the intact aorta was composed princi

pally of dense collagen bundles. On removal of the collagen by extraction,

the residual structure of the sclerotic plaque persisted in the form of a

system of delicate elastic networks as shown in Fig. 2 of (4). Also

stress-strain curves of both the native and deelastinated Achilles tendon

showed an extremely short IItoe ll region (see Project I) indicative of a

low elastin content. Another possibility is that the action of evastase
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even in the presence of trypsin inhibitor may have weakened or disorganized

the reticular fibres or very young collagen fibres. Thus the appearance

of elastin-like mechanical behaviour of the native tendon tissue may be

due to reticular and not elastin fibres (or a mixture of both). A similar

observation regarding the low elastin content was made by previous workers

like Abrahams (1) who studied the stress-strain characteristics of human

Achilles tendon, and found its elastic limit to be 4%, comparable to the

elastic limit of the dog1s Achilles tendon as reported in Project I.

The elastin content of the cornea was found to be 13.75% (±1.90)

as shown in Table 1; and the corrected high strain modulus of the deelas

tinated tissue differed from the nominal modulus by 32%. The elastin

content for the sclera was found to be 12.20% (±1.75) and the corrected

high-strain modulus of the deelastinated sclera differed from the nominal

value by 21%. In both the cornea and the sclera the stress-strain curves

of the deelastinated tissues indicated the presence of elastin and histol

ogy of the decollagenated tissues support these observations (Figs. 13

and 14). Once again, the explanation for the absence of elastin in the

histology of the native tissues lies in the way the collagen fibre bundles

are arranged in these tissues. The dense collagen bundles in these tissues

(see the relevant histology in Project I) masked and obscured the relatively

fine elastic fibres as reported by Hass (4) when he observed a similar

pheonomenon in the human aorta. Furthermore, the cornea and the sclera

are multilayered tissues and therefore the histology depends on the layer

considered.

For all the tissues the macropore diffusivity needed to fit the

theoretical porosity curves to the experimental ones were less than the
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tabulated molecular diffusivity of NaC~ which is 1.5 x 10-5 cm2/sec (6)

but no comparison can be made with published data except possibly in

the case of the descending aorta where the D2 value was compared with the

D2 value obtained by Lake (6) where he determined the percentage macro

pore in bovine1s upper descending thoracic aorta.

The corrected stress-strain curves (Figs. 16-19) show a shift

to the left of the nominal curves. The corrected stress-strain curves

for the native tissues are almost identical to the nominal curves except

in the case of the abdominal skin and the cornea. In the case of the abdominal

skin a correction has to be made for the rather high microvoids content of

about 8%. In the case of the cornea the microvoid content was high (10.5%)

resulting in a slightly different corrected stress-strain curve as compared

to the nominal curve. The corrected stress-strain curves for the deelas

tinated tissues are different from the nominal deelastinated curves due

to the corrections made for both the microvoids and macrovoids. Furthermore,

from porosity measurements, all the tissues, except the Achilles tendon,

were found to have high elastin content; (the highest being found in the

abdominal skin) which explains the difference between the corrected and

the nominal curves for the deelastinated tissues.

The porosity curves of the ascending aorta, the Achilles tendon,

and the cornea before and after MPS removal were found to be almost

identical as shown in Figs. 8-10. By the dry weight technique of comparing

weights of tissues before and after MPS removal, the percentage of MPS

in the ascending aorta, Achilles tendon, and cornea were found to be 6.19%,

4.30%, and 3.47% respectively, these being average values. From Project

I it was shown that the ~1PS did not affect the stress-strain characteristics
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of these three tissues. It can therefore be concluded here that the MPS

serve only as a background substance or matrix in which all the other

tissue constituents are embedded.

Table 2 shows the corrected moduli of the various tissues in the

native and deelastinated states. The corrections for microvoids and macro-

voids were based on the assumption that the voids are uniformly distributed

through out the whole tissue samples. It has also been shown in Table 3

that the descending aorta and the abdominal skin exhibit isovolumic

behaviour i.e. the volume of the tissue before stretching is equal to

its volume at any given extension. Mathematically, it can be written as

Ao~o = A.~ where Ao is the original unstressed area, ~o is the original

length, A and ~ are the area and length respectively at any given extension.

Based on this relationship the modulus of the tissue at any extension or

strain can be corrected if the microvoids and macrovoids content are

known. It can be inferred that the ascending aorta would exhibit iso

volumic behaviour too as verified by Patel et. ~ (10).

Table 2 indicates a large variation in the corrected values of

the high-strain moduli (i.e. collagen moduli) of the various tissues;

the highest modulus being found in the Achilles tendon and it is in the

region of 60 kg/mm2. As explained in Project I, the variation could be

due to variation of the cohesion between the collagen fibres, to variation

of the molecular orientation within the tissues, to some variation of the

interweaving of the fibres, as explained by Elliott (2) for the case of

the tendon. Elliott (2) further commented that expressed in terms of the

collagen present, tensile strength ranges from 15-30 kg/mm2 to 1-5 kg/mm2

for the uterus and other tissues, "a discrepancy which seems too great to
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be due to the orientation of the fibres and which implies a difference in

the ultimate links of the collagen network ll (2,3). In consequence it is

rational to say that, it is the network disposition, form and interconnection

of the collagen bundles that governs deformation rather than the character

istics of the collagen "ma terial" itself (5). Ancillary to this the charac

teristics of the tissue fluid contained in the interbundle spaces, as in

the case of skin, may have some influence and may be concerned in the

differences shown by normal and aged or diseased tissue (5).

The stress-strain characteristics, histology, and porosity

stuides (and hence determination of voids) are some of the parameters

required for the proper designing of prosthetic devices. This is just a

small part of the design criteria - much more work needs to be done. For

instance, it is essential to know the chemical properties of tissues in

terms of their interaction with body fluids. Creep and stress-relaxation

studies have to be done to determine the degree of elastic recovery of

the tissues. ~ vivo studies of the mechanical properties of the tissues

are equally important. Patel et. ~ (10) made a study of the static

anisotropic elasticity in the middle descending thoracic aorta of 14 living

dogs. Special transducers were used to measure radius and longitudinal

stress at several pressures in situ in an isolated vessel segment. From

these data, moduli describing elastic properties of the vessel wall were

calculated. Their (10) results indicate that at a physiologic pressure

of 154 cm H20 (extension ratio of 1.52 circumferentially) the mean values

for the incremental elastic moduli in the radial, circumferential, and

longitudinal directions were 54.80,75.10, and 101.0 gm/mm2, respectively;

these moduli increased with an increase in intravascular pressure and the
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longitudinal modulus decreased by 32% when the vessel was studied in

skin from the back of the hand (Fig. 9 of (5)). They found that the

The equipment

Kenedi et. al.vitro due to the loss of longitudinal tethering (10).

(5) also carried out tests in situ on live human skin.

The significance of this work on the stress-strain characteristics,

histology, and porosity studies on dog's tissues lies in the fact that it

results obtained from the comparable ~ situ and detached' specimen tests

showed good agreement and were correlatable as shown in Fig. 9 of (5).

used was a dynamometer to apply and measure load. The four arms of the

dynamometer carry electrical resistance strain gauged steel plates to

which, in the case of theatre work, stitches, directly anchored in the

skin at the desired points of load application were attached. The load

strain curve on a detatched specimen of skin in longitudinal direction

was compared with the curve obtained before removal of specimen of the

serves as a foundation for the design of prosthetic devices and may also

be useful in homograft and heterograft work. As reported earlier the

elastin content of a tissue may also be a good indication of its patho

logical condition (7,8, 12). These include observations of a rise in

incremental Young's modulus with aging (7), possibly caused by an

increase in the ratio of collagen to elastin fibres (8); and a general

deterioration in the quality of intra-arterial components in vessels

affected by arteriosclerosis (8).



SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

1. By means of the porosity curves and the diffusion equations the

elastin content of the various tissues from the dog was determined.

2. The figures for elastin content were supported, to some extent, by

histology.

3. The area correction for microvoids is essential for the native

abdominal skin and the native cornea. For the deelastinated tissues,

correction for microvoids and macrovoids is essential for all the

tissues studied except the Achilles tendon since its elastin content

was found to be relatively low.

4. The removal of mucopolysaccharides (MPS) does not affect the porosity

curves of the ascending aorta, Achilles tendon, and cornea.
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C = concentration of saline in which the tissue samples area

equilibrated before porosity expt. (= 0.01 mo1e/l00 ml),

As shown before equation (38) will be solved by computer to find the

volume of microvoids (VI) and the volume of macrovoids (V2). Reviewing

(39)

60

= experimental value of Cext in moles/lOa ml. x 106,

= computer value of Cext in moles/lOa ml x 106,

C V2= -v-- ' from which V2 can be calculated since Vs and Co
s

are constants,

A(J)

APPENDIX

V2 = volume of macrovoids in ml.,

VI = volume of microvoids in ml.,

In the computer program output,

2£ = thickness of tissue in mm.

Z(J,I)

ZZ(J, I)

Vs = volume of deionised water used = 100 mt.,

01 = diffusion coefficient due to microvoids, mm2/sec.,

D2 = diffusion coefficient due to macrovoids, mm2/sec.,

t = time in sec.,

Eq. 38

where Cext(t) = external concentration of saline in deionised water as

calculated by the computer program and designated as ZZ (in moles/lOa m1

.x 106),



and microvoid volumes can be calculated.

Cext's' initial values of 0, and 02 found by trial and error, NPE, NE

and L(J). By the method of "least square fitting" the program computes

the best fit values of Cext (i.e. ZZ) together with the corresponding

times, as well as A(J) and B(J); from the last two of which macrovoid

The input to the program are values of time and the corresponding

61

(i)

(i i)

(i i i)

( i v)

(v)

_ CoV,
- -V---, from which VI can be calculated,

s
B(J)

NE = number of experiments

C(l) = Initial value of diffusion coefficient, ° I ,

O(l) = Initial value of diffusion coeffi ci ent, °2'
L(J) = value of rr/2~

T(J,I) = time in seconds.

In the program the following symbols are used:

NPE = number of points in each porosity experiment

Z = AX + BY

2\X.Z. = A\X. + B\Y.X.
L." L., L."

The principle of the Least Square Fitting is as follows:

Equation (39) is rewritten as

2 2\X.Z. \X.Y. = A\X. \X.Y. + B(\X.Y.)
L. 1 ,L." L.,L." L."

2 2 2 2_\Y.Z. \X. = -A\X. \X.Y. - B\X. \Y.
L."L. 1 L.,L." L.,L.,

2IY.z. = Alx.y. + B\Y." l' L.,

Also

and

and

Adding (iv) and (v) we have



Adding (vii) and (viii)

In the program the following symbols were used:

LViZi = SYZ in the program

IX i
2 = SX2 in the program

LXiZi = SXZ in the program

LXiYi = SXY in the program

Iyi
2

.= SY2 in the program

i. e.

i . e.

i. e.

2 222\X.Z. \X.V. - \V.Z.\X. = B[(\X.V.) - \X. \V. ]I. , , I. " 1.,,1., I. , , I. , I. ,

2\X.Z.\X.V. - \V.Z.\X.B = I. , ,1. " I., ,1. ,
222[(\X.V.) - \X. \V.

I." 1.,1.,
2\V.Z.\X. - \X.Z.\X.V.B_1. , ,1., I., ,1. , ,

- 2 2 2\X. \V. - (\X.V.)1.,1., I."

LX i Zi LVi
2

= AIx i
2

LVi
2 + BLViX i Lvi

2

2 2_\V.Z.\V.X. = -A(\X.V.) - B\V. \V.X.I. , ,1. , , I. , , I., I."

\X.Z.\y;2 _ \Y.Z.\V.X. = A[\X. 2\V. 2 _ (\X.V.)2]
I. , ,1., 1."1.,, I. , l , I. , ,

2\X.Z.\V. _\Y.Z.\Y.X.A = I. , ,1., I., ,1. , ,
222\X. \V. - (\X. V. )1.,1., I."
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(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)



FLOW CHART FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM

START

Read in values of
T, Z, i~ PE, NE, C(1), 0(1)

I M = 0 I
\

DO = O( 1) /1 .9
DC = C(1) /1. 9 Interval of Iteration

/[\

/ ~I

0(1), C(l) values such
that:
for K = 1, 0(1), C(1)

K= 2, 0(1 )+00, C(1)
K = 3, 0(1), C(1)+DC
K = 4, 0(1). C(l)-OC
K = 5,0(1)-00. C(1)

I
Calculate
OIFF(K) = I(Z - ZZ)
over all points for all
experiments

I

Get K values correspondinc
to maximum value of OIFF

4.------1- _



New Iteration
Interva1

NO

DO = 00/2

DC = OC/2

E=ABS{DD/D(l )ll

OIFF(K) .gt.O

<

YES

0(1) = O(K)

C(l) = C(K)

M= M+ 1

YES
----+0------4. if E. ge. LL NO

]
-'1 M.ge.2

~----- .....---r-~

YES

)
i~O

OF = ABS [difference
between M = 1, and M= 2
values of 0(1)]
i . e. OF = ABS. [ R(1) - R(2 )]



error, F = ABS.[DF/D
(1 )]

LEGEND

gt. = greater than
ge. = greater than or equal to
It . = 1ess th an

YES

Write A(J)
B(J), T(J)
etc.

j STOP

F.1 t. LL NO



73/? ~ C4/1i::/(8 11

,'.

(")

~c::
>--3

~
;g

----18---·
$2
:s:

00-31 J =-1'NI:
Sy2 = 0 
SZX = 0
SZY = 0
SYx = 0
SX2 = 0
nO 4 1 I ;: 1. 1'1 P t

X r J ' I / =1 • - t:. XP \ - \ l \ J / ~> lJ \ K l"j'l(>--JT:'='I"Ir')r)r----------------------
Y(jl1)=1;2-txP(-(l(J)~C(K)~T(J,I)))

5Y C = 5Y -. Y(J,I)~~2
szx = szx • L(j,I)~X(J'II
sZY = SZY • L(J,II~Y(j,II
SYx = 5YX • Y(j,II*X(j'I)
SX2 = SX2 + X(J,I)002-
A(JI = (SY2 a SzX -Szy it SYXI I (5:'}:'2 a Sx2 - SYXi,~21
B ( J -0 (S x2 II. SZY - SL X * s---y-x-J7' (S 'Y 2 ~-X2-----SY-X**z'-------------
SC= -
DO 51 I = 1,NPE
ZZ(J'I) = A(J) a X(Jd) • B(J) a Y(J'Il
SCT= (Z(~~It·· Zl(~iI)~02 + Sc:Sc (K) - C (Kl • ::SC·
RI~F~K:-l-S~T( ) - 5~!(K)

51
31

5

1

20

21
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270
110

30
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35

40

45

C:;O

55
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60



PROGRAM TST

9 0

65

70 IF<K)-5) au, ~l' 100
1------:--ft-------l>!...8!>LQ_~D~(-;.4_.__=-= ~D~(i~I----=-.-.,..---:.--------------------------

6° ~6~~o=1!~ ) - DC
D(~) = 0(1) - DO
C<,) =1!0-)
GO TO ,108 IF<DIFF(2) - LJIFF(3)) 14

2 8,' 1142 °,' 1_1 8
t~o I~:8I~~:;~ - BI~~l~~~ 16c, 16g, t;o

70

75

\

90 320

95 330

100 260

105
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COHPUTJU OU~rPUT
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PROGRAM TST

9 0

65

70 IF(K)-S) eu, ?~, 100
1 --,--ft-- 8""-'0"----_--".':D-r(-i-4 ,--==-----;D.<--r--(1,..1--=--.--;;:;----:....--------------------------

6° ~~~~o=l~~ ) - DC
0(5) = 0(1) - DO
C(.) =l~b-)
GO TO .108 IFCDIFF(2) - lJ1FF(g)) 1

4
2 8,' 11 42 °,' 1~8

i~o I~~BI~~~;~ - 8!~~l3~~ i6C' 16~, t70

70

75
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